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Abstract: The nexus of minerals and energy becomes ever more important as the economic
growth and development of countries in the global South accelerates and the needs of new energy
technologies expand, while at the same time various important minerals are declining in grade and
available reserves from conventional mining. Unconventional resources in the form of deep ocean
deposits and urban ores are being widely examined, although exploitation is still limited. This paper
examines some of the implications of the transition towards cleaner energy futures in parallel with the
shifts through conventional ore decline and the uptake of unconventional mineral resources. Three
energy scenarios, each with three levels of uptake of renewable energy, are assessed for the potential
of critical minerals to restrict growth under 12 alternative mineral supply patterns. Under steady
material intensities per unit of capacity, the study indicates that selenium, indium and tellurium
could be barriers in the expansion of thin-film photovoltaics, while neodymium and dysprosium may
delay the propagation of wind power. For fuel cells, no restrictions are observed.
Keywords: minerals; energy; deep ocean resources; unconventional resources
1. Introduction
As global growth in economies and population places greater pressure on the finite resources of
the planet and environmental issues at all scales become increasingly urgent, important conjunctions
of issues are seen to require simultaneous consideration. One of these areas is the minerals-energy
nexus [1]. This nexus may have significant implications for the future, in issues such as fuel mineral
depletion implications for conventional energy system expansion or continuation; declining ore grade
and increasing depth of mining impacting on the energy requirement for extraction of minerals; and
the available reserves of functional minerals required for energy efficient devices and clean energy
technologies. These issues must also be viewed within the broader global trends of development and
associated environmental, social, political, supply security and economic challenges.
This paper has two main aims: firstly to provide an overview of background issues and contexts
of importance to the minerals-energy nexus, and secondly to undertake an initial assessment of a
variety of supply scenarios for critical minerals associated with clean energy to provide for the needs
of alternative energy demand scenarios.
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The paper is structured as follows: Firstly, the nexus is considered from the perspective of supply
and demand, and the key drivers in and between each category are discussed. The current state of
affairs and recent historical context are briefly examined with regards to energy and minerals separately.
The focus of this paper is then to selectively examine how the nexus of these issues may constrain
or enhance future sustainable development. Next, the paper considers the nexus implications for
critical minerals—which have attracted significant attention in recent years—and in the unconventional
and secondary sources of minerals that may supplement or substitute for conventional reserves as
depletion progresses. The paper presents three scenarios for energy consumption growth, based
on data from the International Energy Agency (IEA) [2,3] extrapolated using recent growth trends
and assumptions of future progress in demand reduction (with developed and developing countries
considered concurrently). Each of these scenarios then further contains three levels of energy generation
limits from solar, wind and fuel cells (10%–30% of total primary energy), which is used to provide
the material demand for critical minerals in each scenario. Production trends for key critical minerals
are then compared with the demand for clean energy expansion in these energy scenarios, with 12
different supply estimates used to identify potential shortfalls (including four base scenarios, with two
recycling scenarios applied to each). The results are then discussed, in conjunction with important
considerations on the viability of deep ocean and energy-urban ore deposits.
2. Current Overview of Global Energy and Minerals
2.1. Energy
Despite energy demand now falling in developed countries such as the United Kingdom
(UK), [4] global demand for energy is still rising, due to both increasing population and concurrent
economic development; at the same time, concerns about global warming are driving the use of more
energy-efficient and clean energy generation technologies. The overall demand trends can be seen
from Figure 1, in which the OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development) is
effectively the group of highest-income, developed, or North, countries, while the non-OECD are
generally the lower-income, less-developed global South. (Using the OECD/non-OECD partition is
due to the groupings applied in International Energy Agency (IEA) statistics [2].) Some important
points to note are that the growth of energy demand in developed countries has been at nearly the
same rate as the population growth, while in developing countries growth in demand has grown at
approximately double the population growth. Moreover, the GDP growth of developing countries has
been at double the energy demand growth—or close to five times the growth of population—while
growth in developed countries’ GDP has been at a similar ratio (around five times the population
growth). However, if it is assumed that the “ideal” sustainable future would bring the ratios of OECD
to non-OECD figures for GDP, population and energy consumption close to equal (in order to have
equitable consumption of all resources), then there is still a significant gap between the two groups.
Bridging this gap will require a significant increase in energy usage by the developing world, hopefully
combined with a concurrent reduction in energy usage by the developed world.
On the supply side of the balance, it is important to consider the source of the energy being
supplied, as this is critical to the impacts of supplying that energy. Figure 2 shows this for (a) the
non-OECD and (b) the OECD. It is apparent that, until 2012, coal was the major supporting fuel for
non-OECD energy growth while the OECD had developed more capacity in renewables, and nuclear
and natural gas. In this period the OECD has increased its reliance on natural gas, renewable energy
and nuclear power, while the non-OECD has decreased renewable energy as a percentage of its energy
mix (see Table 1 for the relevant percentages of the Total Primary Energy Supply (TPES) mix). The
falling costs of solar may result in future changes to the historical mixes shown.
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To understand more clearly the change in renewable energy technologies, Table 2 shows the
renewable energy mix and average annualized growth rate (year on year) for the two groups. It is
apparent that in the OECD the mix has shown a shift away from hydropower to other forms, including
an increase in the usage of biofuels and waste, while in the non-OECD hydropower has been widely
and rapidly expanded to take a significant share from biomass. It should also be noted that (as shown
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Figure 2. (a) Non-OECD Total Primary Energy Supply (1971–2012); (b) OECD Total Primary Energy 
Supply (1971–2012). (Data source: International Energy Agency [2]). 
Table 1. Total primary energy supply change of energy mix.  
TPES 
Non-OECD OECD 
1971 2012 1971 2012 
Coal and coal products 31% 37% 24% 19% 
Oil, natural gas liquids and oil products 28% 25% 51% 36% 
Natural gas 12% 19% 19% 26% 
Renewables 28% 17% 5% 9% 
Nuclear 0% 2% 1% 10% 
To understand more clearly the change in renewable energy technologies, Table 2 shows the 
renewable energy mix and average annualized growth rate (year on year) for the two groups. It is 
apparent that in the OECD the mix has shown a shift away from hydropower to other forms, 
including an increase in the usage of biofuels and waste, while in the non-OECD hydropower has 
been widely and rapidly expanded to take a significant share from biomass. It should also be noted 
that (as shown in Figure 2) the total renewable energy supply in the developing world is more than 
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Figure 2. (a) Non-OECD Total Primary Energy Supply (1971–2012); (b) OECD Total Primary Energy
Supply (1971–2012). (Data source: International Energy Agency [2]).
Table 1. Total primary energy supply change of energy mix.
TPES
Non-OECD OECD
1971 2012 1971 2012
Coal and coal products 31% 37% 24% 19%
Oil, natural gas liquids and oil products 28% 25 51% 36%
Natural gas 12% 9 19% 26%
Renewables 28% 17% 5% 9%
Nuclear 0% 2% 1% 10%
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(% Year on Year)
Mix of Renewables (%)
OECD Non-OECD
OECD Non-OECD 1971 2012 1971 2012
Hydropower 1.1% 4.9% 46% 25% 5% 15%
Geothermal 5.1% 8.1% 3% 7% 0% 3%
Solar/wind/other 18.6% 53.4% 0% 10% 0% 2%
Biofuels and waste 3.0% 1.7% 51% 58% 95% 81%
Note: Solar/wind/other and geothermal were only reported in the non-OECD after 1981, rates of growth are
considered from 1981 to 2012 in these cases.
2.2. Minerals
Minerals production, as with energy, has been growing rapidly in response to economic growth
and social development in the global South. Mineral commodities vary widely in their rates of
production, based both on demand (as shown in Figure 3, the bulk commodities dwarf other minerals),
and also on the availability, accessibility and affordability of extraction. Prices, likewise, are highly
variable between commodities, as well as seeing significant fluctuations over time, with value not
necessarily linked to usefulness or scarcity of a material. Unlike energy commodities, non-fuel
minerals have wider varieties of end-uses, and in some cases are not utilized by the purchaser in
the short term; stockpiling and the market for precious metals as financial instruments are examples
of this. The wide variation in mineral commodity end-uses has implications for the competition
between alternative social preferences as well as a need to treat individual commodities differently in
their assessment. Moreover, the minerals supply chain is often globally distributed—with extraction,
processing, refining, manufacturing and end-use often occurring in different regions or countries—with
many of the environmental, economic and social implications differing from stage to stage. One of
the very important overarching factors regarding accessible minerals is that they are a finite resource
and it can take 10–20 years to bring new terrestrial discoveries into production. This has implications
for individual mines and producing countries, but also has a significant constraining potential for
technologies and activities that utilize them as end products. Production models for many commodities
have been developed using the “peak minerals” theory based on currently known resources (e.g., [5,6]),
but it can be argued that there is insufficient consideration of such peaks when social development is
considered—particularly when rapid growth is being experienced and other, more immediate priorities
are apparent.
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With the increase in minerals demand, there is a corresponding (though not necessarily linear)
increase in the requirement for energy to process such minerals (see Figure 4). Importantly, the different
processing routes required for production of different minerals products, and the variability of initial
feedstock properties (ore grade, hardness, composition, etc.), means that the energy requirements
are variable across and within mineral types. Globally, the production of iron and steel uses the
most energy, followed by non-metallic minerals (largely cement), then non-ferrous metals, if the total
mineral production is considered [9]; however, the energy intensity (on a per ton basis) of non-ferrous
metals is greater than that of iron and steel, which is in turn greater than that of non-metallic minerals.
The use of energy also varies greatly across the supply chain, with much more energy being used per
ton of final product in the latter stages (smelting and refining) than in the extraction of ore. Moreover,
the specific type of energy use—electric, thermal or chemical non-energy usage—is important to the
overall impacts and potential expansion of minerals supply. These differences must be kept in mind
when considering the broader global trends in mineral utilization.
The renewable energy usage in minerals production globally, shown in Figure 5, has remained
relatively static until 2012 as a percentage of the total, after a peak in the late 1980s through the
early 1990s (with the exception of non-ferrous metals). These rates of renewable energy usage are
also significantly below the rates for the total energy consumption across all sectors of the economy.
While it has been shown elsewhere that there are significant barriers as well as significant potential to
renewable energy uptake in the minerals industry, it is apparent that the current level of utilization is
far below the ultimate potential [9].
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Energy consumption in the minerals industry has grown significantly, but it is interesting to note
that the non-OECD has outstripped the OECD in every subsector (Figure 6). In the case of the OECD,
energy usage for iron and steel production has decreased below 1971 levels, while the non-metallic
minerals subsector has increased at lower than the rate of population growth overall (see Figure 1,
Table 3 and Figure 6). Only mining and quarrying energy consumption have expanded faster than
GDP growth in the OECD. In the non-OECD, energy consumption in the minerals sectors has grown
faster than overall en rgy consumption a much faster th n popul tion growth. Energy growth
in non-metallic inerals a d iron and steel (the major construction materials) has been relatively
consistent with GDP growth, while mining and quarrying energy has grown much more than all of the
other indicators (Table 3). There are likely to be a number of factors involved in this energy increase,
not just an increase in mining activity itself. Changes from non-mechanized to mechanized mining
techniques, shifts in mining or processing locations from OECD to non-OECD to make use of better
ores or better financial conditions (particularly labor costs), and the shift from higher grade to lower
grade ores and shallower to deeper mines may be some of the important contributing factors.
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Mining development activity has been demonstrated as moving from countries that both produce
and consume metals to countries that produce metals, which are then exported to metal-consuming
countries [10]. This previous study showed that from 1960 to 2010 the copper supply that was mined
in the country in which it was ultimately consumed dropped from 55% to 25%, with similar changes
for bauxite, iron ore and nickel [10]. A key consequence of this shift is that governments of producing
countries have become more focused on how to maximize the benefit of metal extraction for their
economies, while the main aim of countries that are both metal producers and consumers is how
to supply cheap raw materials. There is subsequently now greater attention on how projects in the
metal-producing regions can be made to serve the broader interests of national and regional economic
development [10]. The importance of development that derives lasting benefit and diversification of the
economy from extractive industries is an important perspective in avoiding the “resource curse” [11].
From the perspective of large, multi-national mining companies, the shift towards developing country
deposits has opened up risks associated with political stability and identified crucial needs to provide
local skills development [12].
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Non-metallic minerals 23% 453%
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2.3. Critical Minerals and Unconventional Resources
As can be seen in Figure 3, the bulk minerals—coal, steel and cement—dwarf the other
commodities with regards to production tonnage rates. While being very important to the basic
infrastructure requirements of modern societies and to the overall climate change impact of the
minerals industry [13], these commodities are not considered “critical” by most countries [14], and
thus are not the main focus of this paper. Critical minerals have recently been of growing interest
due to the demand growth and the limits on supply, some of these being physical limits, others being
economic limits, and yet others being the vulnerability associated with the centrality of supply (the
rare earths case being a typical example [15]). Various countries and regions have different criteria
and methods for determining the criticality of minerals, and the economic structure and domestic
availability of minerals make the specific listings of critical minerals vary by nation and by year
(e.g., [16–20]).
In this paper we will primarily consider the use of minerals in energy systems as the driver, but
will also examine particular minerals that are considered critical and are sought from unconventional
resources. Table 4 presents data on some of the more relevant minerals for the sake of this study, while
Figure 7 shows the changes in production and prices of these minerals. These sources emphasize the
fact that it is not just the price or rate of global production or even the centrality of supply that makes a
mineral critical, but is more likely to be a combination of these plus the additional demand-supply
balance and political concerns.




(P) 1 2012 (t)
Single Largest Supplier Global Reserves (R) R/P (Years) 2
Total (t) Largest % of Total
Cobalt 102,000 49% Congo 7,200,000 Congo 47% 65
Copper 16,900,000 32% Chile 690,000,000 Chile 28% 43
Gallium 3 474 74% China – – – –
Indium 4 783 52% China – – – –
Lithium 5 652,000 70% Australia 13,000,000 Chile 57% 21
Manganese 15,500,000 23% South Africa 570,000,000 South Africa 26% 36
Nickel 2,361,000 30% Indonesia 74,000,000 Australia 24% 38
PGMs – – –
66,000 South Africa 95% 136
Platinum 181 71% South Africa
Palladium 216 41% Russia
Other PGMS 66 77% South Africa
Rare Earths 6 114,000 88% China 140,000,000 China 39% 1273
Selenium 4 2630 29% Japan 120,000 China 22% 53
Tellurium 4 148 34% USA 24,000 Peru 15% 289
Zinc 13,300,000 37% China 250,000,000 Australia 26% 20
Notes: 1 Mine production refers to metric tons of contained metal content unless otherwise specified; Data is
sourced from the USGS, cross-checked with the BGS, with data discrepancies addressed individually; 2 R/P
is the reserves: Production ratio in years; 3 Gallium expressed as capacity for production as it is a by-product
mineral; 4 Selenium, tellurium, indium figures are the refinery production rate; 5 Li tonnage of ores and brines,
USA production for 2013 included; 6 Rare Earths are expressed as Rare Earth Oxides (REO).
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There have been a number of studies examining the potential constraints that individual metals
may place on future energy technologies. Important examples have been: neodymium and dysprosium
for permanent magnets used in wind turbines and electric vehicles [22–25]; platinum group metals
(PGMs) with particular reference to fuel cell technology [23,26–31]; photo-active materials for thin-film
solar cells (cadmium, tellurium, selenium, gallium, indium) [32–38]; lithium for batteries in electric
vehicles [39–43]; rare earth elements (REE) (rare earth elements typically include 17 elements, scandium,
yttrium, and the lanthanide series. In the case of this study, the REE of interest are neodymium,
dysprosium and yttrium. Mine production of REE is typically reported as total oxide–REO. In
some technologies an oxide form is utilized (e.g., yttria in solid oxide fuel cells), in other cases
the elemental metal is utilized (e.g., neodymium and dysprosium in magnets), and this will be
specified as required.) for various high-efficiency devices and fuel cells [44]. Additionally, broader
studies considering “energy-critical” minerals have been conducted on multiple technologies [45,46].
These studies have in general identified that there could be high increases in demand, but that the
limitations on supply are likely to be short-term constraints. With regard to the specific metals,
PGM studies have had mixed conclusions with some arguing that supply issues are unlikely to be
problematic [27,30], while others have indicated that demand will outstrip supply [28,31], and that
in the short term, some challenges with electricity shortages in South Africa have the potential for
disruption to supply [31]. In the case of lithium, most studies have indicated that the resources are
sufficient for potential future scenarios [39,43]; however, there were some concerns about the physical
potential for industry to expand at the required rate [41]. Thin-film solar cells were considered under
threat of serious materials supply shortages early on [36], but subsequent analyses have indicated
that the likelihood of constrained supply of materials is lowered by the potential for reducing film
thicknesses, increasing efficiency, and increasing recycling rates and potential price-induced supply
supplementation [35,37,38].
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The major unconventional resources considered here are deep ocean ore deposits. There has been
some investigation of the potential to source key energy-critical minerals from deep ocean deposits in
the literature [49,50]. More recently, there have been attempts to compare the life cycle impacts of such
resources with on-shore equivalents [51,52] which, while in the preliminary phases of the research,
indicate that the expected impacts of mining itself (on the indicators of energy intensity and global
warming potential) will be much higher than average terrestrial mines, and equivalent to some of the
deepest mines onshore. The broader environmental impacts of such mineral deposits is still unclear,
but it is apparent that social acceptance is likely to be a significant barrier even if the environmental
impacts are shown to be low [53]. An important issue still to be understood is when or under what
conditions these resources may become both economically feasible and environmentally beneficial in
relation to conventional resources and secondary resources such as recycling.
2.4. Recycling
Although there are still significant available reserves of conventional primary metals and minerals,
sourcing metals and minerals from secondary sources such as end-of-life products or mine and
industrial waste has been of increasing interest in recent years, particularly in countries that have no
or few operating mines such as Japan and EU countries. From a metals and minerals perspective,
there can be distinct energy and greenhouse gas benefits from sourcing metals from secondary sources.
Aluminum is a prime example: primary production of aluminum is hugely energy-intensive, while
recycling only requires approximately 5% of the energy required for primary production and in some
cases may save nearly 10 tons of CO2-eq per ton of aluminum content [54].
The property of repeated recycling across multiple cycles is, in theory, applicable to all metals
as long as sufficient energy is available. Naturally, there is a range of factors, both technical
(e.g., technologies for separating contaminants) and non-technical (e.g., economics), that affect the
recyclability of individual metals. Aluminum, gold and lead are good examples of metals that can
be recycled relatively easily, while copper and zinc are more challenging due to dispersion and
intermingling with other materials in their end-usage in society, making them more difficult to recover.
Recycling is seen to have a number of alternative benefits for conventional and unconventional
resources, including: growing reserves, proximity to urban centers for recycling, grade [55,56].
Recycling also provides the benefit of reducing ultimate waste disposal requirements. This paper will
examine the benefits and challenges of sourcing critical minerals from recycling as an alternative to
conventional and unconventional primary resources.
3. Methodology
In order to achieve the aims of the paper, the following research steps were undertaken:
1. Statistical data on energy development trends was collated to examine alternative future energy
scenarios as demand for critical minerals (particularly focusing on the expansion rates of wind
and solar energy) increases.
2. Materials usage data for the production of specific clean energy technologies was obtained or
estimated using available information in order to determine the specific materials requirement
for critical minerals in chosen clean energy technologies.
3. Minerals production data was collated in order to estimate potential future minerals production
and potential for both secondary (recycling) and primary production expansion.
4. Scenarios for energy and minerals production were analyzed to consider the potential constraints
on expanding clean energy technology.
Three key clean energy technologies are examined—solar photovoltaics (PV) (focusing on thin-film
cells using critical minerals tellurium, selenium and indium), wind power (with rare earth elements
neodymium and dysprosium in magnets) and fuel cells (using, alternatively, platinum or yttrium
oxide as key elements). These are not the full suite of available technologies, and they are not
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considered in concert but rather as individual demand drivers. Importantly, due to the wide coverage
of technologies, efforts were made to utilize consistent, publically available data; hence, the minerals
production figures from the United States Geological Survey (USGS) are utilized for all minerals,
although this may produce some error in estimates where reporting is incomplete.
Following analysis of the scenarios, the discussion includes a consideration of key constraints in
making energy urban ores or deep ocean resources feasible for exploitation.
3.1. Energy Scenarios
In order to develop a variety of potential future scenarios for critical minerals demand from
energy technologies, IEA data was analyzed, and potential trends were extrapolated from 2010 to 2050.
With regards to the overall energy demand, the calculations used the per capita energy intensity and
projected population trends from the OECD statistics to calculate the total energy requirement, shown
in Figure 8. All scenarios assumed the same population trends, and in all scenarios it was assumed that
the non-OECD per capita energy usage would eventually equal that of the OECD. In scenario 1, the
recent trend of OECD countries of reducing energy intensity is considered to continue at a trend (year
on year) decline, while non-OECD countries are assumed to rise to the recent peak of OECD energy
intensity before starting to decline. In scenario 2, the longer-term trends of growth are assumed to
continue, rather than the recent decline in the OECD. Scenario 3 uses the more recent rapid expansion
of the non-OECD and the long-term expansion trends of the OECD in combination.
In addition to the scenarios for total energy demand, a number of scenarios were examined for the
roll-out of solar photovoltaics, wind power and fuel cells. In the case of fuel cells, a simple percentage
of total energy demand was attributed to fuel cell power systems, at levels of 10%, 20% and 30%. In
the case of wind power and solar power, historical trends were used to extrapolate future take-up. In
all cases, a limit was set on the maximum uptake of wind and solar power, set at 10%, 20% or 30% of
the peak annual energy demand for the period out to 2050; once this was attained, it was assumed that
this level would be maintained throughout the remainder of the period. The resulting energy demand
from solar and wind in the three scenarios is shown in Figure 9.
It should be noted that these levels of clean energy uptake are extremely high when compared
with most conventional scenarios, but are based on the historic rates of expansion. Moreover, the
uptake of solar power (for example) does not differentiate on the basis of technology, so the thin-film
technologies considered here (which do not provide more than 10% of the current solar markets) are
considered with respect to their potential to provide for the entire solar expansion, whereas they are
realistically only one segment of the overall sector.
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3.2. Materials Requirement and Recycling Scenarios
In order to estimate the demand for materials, the specific material requirement (kg/kW) was
utilized from [55]. The specific materials of interest were: indium, tellurium, selenium, copper,
dysprosium/neodymium, yttrium and platinum. The specific material requirement was applied to
each of the technologies, with an assumption of a capacity factor of 15% for solar and 40% for wind
in order to obtain the energy output of each unit of installed capacity. In the initial assessment, no
consideration was made for technology improvements to reduce materials usage. A lifetime of 20 years
is applied to all of the technologies, requiring a replacement of an entire year’s added generation
capacity in the 20th year following, in addition to any new capacity growth. While some applications
may have longer lives than 20 years, this figure is considered to be reasonable in covering the three
technology types considered here. These data were compared with materials supply scenarios to
identify whether any shortages might be expected.
Historical data for supply were obtained from the USGS (various) [48], and four alternative
scenarios were developed for future supply. Recycling supplementation was then added to these
four alternative scenarios so that there were ultimately 12 scenarios tested for each mineral. The
characteristics of each of these material supply scenarios are given briefly in Table 5.
Table 5. Materials supply and recycling scenarios.
Scenario Characteristics
A Constant 2012 production
B Linear trend growth extrapolated from 2002 to 2012 onwards
C Year-on-year trend growth extrapolated from 2002 to 2012 onwards
D Hubbert peak curve estimate
Two Recycling Scenarios Applied to A–D
E Current recycling rate (20 years lifetime/lag for materials to be recycled)
F Improvement in recycling rate growing to 90% by 2050 (20 years lifetime/lag)
The key criteria important to modeling and interpreting these supply trends are given in Table 6.
The estimation of future supply trends was based on existing historical data trends, not accounting for
changes in ore grades or potential improvements in recovery. The recycling in the supply case is for all
of the material supplied across all sectors, not just for the material supplied to the energy system (in
contrast to the demand, which includes a lifetime of equipment that requires supplemented supply to
meet with the redundancy rate of equipment).
Selected material supply scenarios for the no-recycling and improved recycling conditions are
shown in Figure 10 (a full set is shown in the appendix as Figures A1 and A2). It is important to
note that in the exponential and linear growth scenarios, no limitations were put on the growth of
production, which is an unlikely reality in the long term, but is perhaps achievable in the short term.
In the recycling scenarios, it is noted that the “bumpiness” of the production is attributable largely
to the use of actual production data (with a 20-year lag that is the assumed infrastructure lifetime) to
determine recycling quantities. The recycling rates used here were obtained from a United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP) report [57], and there has been no differentiation made here between
the end-uses of materials, which may or may not enable the higher rate of recycling (90%) proposed
in the improvement scenarios. It may be of interest that, although the D scenarios involve a peak
curve estimate, these are largely unpronounced in many of the scenarios; some due to the peak having
already arrived, and some are due to it being beyond the 2050 time scale of the scenarios, although the
assumed peak is apparent in Figure 10 for PGM and copper.
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Table 6. Key parameters for the materials supply scenarios.
Scenario Parameters
Material
Tellurium Selenium Indium Copper PGM REO
A Production rate (tpa) 148 2630 783 16,900,000 463 114,000
B Growth rate (tpa) ´0.2 70 34 291,000 5 1410
C Growth rate (% year on year) 2.8 4.5 7.0 1.9 1.4 1.8
D Peak year 1975 2020 2020 2020 2045 2105
URR 1 (kt) 31 211 35 1,300,000 81 143,000
E Current recycling rate (%) 1 5 1 43 60 1
Service lifetime (years) 20 20 20 20 20 20
F Improvement rate ofrecycling rate (%/year) 2.2 2.1 2.2 1.2 0.8 2.2
Note: 1 URR–Ultimately recoverable resources, here assumed to be reserves plus cumulative production.
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Table 7 shows the change in annual production of each mineral from the beginning to the end of
the period of interest for each of the scenarios. It is apparent that recycling is important in increasing
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the rate of production (or reducing the amount of the decrease). The effectiveness of recycling in
increasing supply is highly influenced by three factors: the basis rate of recycling, the assumed rate
of increase of the recycling rate to the final 90% (scenarios F) and the rate of change of production in
the base case. Those metals starting from a low basis recycling rate do not see as great an increase
in production as metals with a higher recycling rate, due to the compounding effects of recycling of
materials after 20 years, which accumulate faster under the higher recycling rate.
Table 8 shows the cumulative production of metal across the period 2031–2050 (the final 20 years).
This does not differentiate between primary and secondary resources, so taking the final 20 years
should remove some of the effects of double-counting, as the period under consideration is equal to
the assumed lifetime of the product or rate of recirculation.
Table 9 presents the assumptions or estimates of available reserves or resources used in previous
studies compared with the URR (reserves plus historical cumulative production used here) of the
present study, in order to contextualize some of the alternative estimates. Most studies utilize the
data of the USGS for reserves and production, and this has also been used in this case. It is apparent
that a few cases express much larger figures; specifically these are associated with the resource data,
which has higher geological uncertainty and no guarantee of economic viability. In the present
study, we have specifically utilized the reserves data, which provides greater certainty of economic
and physical availability; however, this may be seen as a conservative estimate. Still, some of the
extreme resource data, and unconventional resources, must be treated carefully in order to not provide
over-optimistic estimates.
Some specific metals should be treated with particular care. The metals tellurium, selenium and
indium are predominately produced as byproducts of copper, lead and zinc. Taking tellurium as an
example, a wide variety of future production rates have been given by various authors, and are well
reviewed by other authors [37,58]. Reviewed estimates of indium availability are 290–26,143 tpa annual
production and 625–6000 t cumulative production (to 2020), while tellurium availability is 128–2000
tpa annual production and 5250–47,000 t cumulative production (to 2020) [37]. These are not directly
comparable with the current study (cumulative production shown in Table 7) but indicate the wide
variation of estimates based on different assumptions. As is pointed out very clearly by others [59],
it is also very important to consider the effects of changes in the ore and production techniques for
various metals, particularly these byproduct materials. In the case of tellurium, the annual availability
is based on the amount of electrolytic copper production, from whose anode slimes the majority of
tellurium is currently extracted [59]. The life of currently mined ore bodies which are processed using
this technique is a key limitation on tellurium availability, which may call into question the higher
estimates of some studies [58]. It has been argued elsewhere that the market dynamics of increasing
demand should drive price incentives and therefore the better supply-side recovery of such metals [38];
however, the current study does not consider improved recovery or market forces explicitly, but uses
the alternative supply-side models based on trend growth and peak estimations to provide the mineral
supply curves. Tellurium is taken here as an example case for byproduct metals and the uncertainty
of supply projections. Figure A2 shows alternative supply curves for tellurium, with consideration
that in the base case, the mineral peak is the best fit from the available data, showing a decline from
1975, whereas by fitting to the copper production curve (the mother ore for tellurium) the peak comes
later (around 2020 in the current study). Additionally, byproduct recovery rates must be considered as
key factors in the availability of these metals. In the extended analysis examining tellurium, we have
considered two rates: one with the recent (10 years average) rate of recovery as defined by the ratio of
copper to tellurium production, and one with a higher recovery of twice the current rate. Finally, we
have included an alternative scenario that fits a peak curve to the most recent data (rather than the full
set of data, which presents a dual peak), and this gives a peak primary mineral production of 400 tpa
in 2050.
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Table 7. Change in annual production of each mineral across the period.
Mineral
Increase of Annual Production (%) from 2012 to 2050 in Each Scenario
A AE AF B BE BF C CE CF D DE DF
Selenium 0% 5% 92% 122% 130% 267% 449% 461% 654% ´31% ´26% 63%
Tellurium 0% 1% 88% ´5% ´4% 81% 181% 182% 325% ´45% ´45% 23%
Indium 0% 1% 104% 190% 192% 375% 1408% 1412% 1761% ´97% ´96% 0%
PGM 0% 58% 87% 41% 111% 146% 66% 141% 178% 73% 167% 214%
Copper 0% 45% 94% 69% 128% 192% 113% 177% 247% ´46% ´1% 47%
REO 0% 1% 79% 42% 44% 139% 82% 83% 190% 335% 337% 535%






















A AE AF B BE BF C CE CF D DE DF
Selenium 45,000 5% 45% 85,000 3% 35% 163,000 2% 25% 39,000 6% 49%
Tellurium 3000 1% 41% 3000 1% 42% 7000 1% 30% 2000 1% 48%
Indium 16,000 1% 41% 35,000 1% 31% 117,000 0% 17% 7000 3% 57%
PGM 9000 60% 68% 12,000 50% 60% 13,000 46% 56% 16,000 48% 54%
Copper 338,000,000 43% 58% 503,818,000 33% 49% 588,588,000 29% 45% 261,419,000 58% 66%
REO 2,200,000 1% 45% 3,003,000 1% 40% 3,634,000 1% 37% 8,033,000 1% 28%
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Table 9. Comparison of the reserves and resources estimates from the current study with
previous studies.
Material Reserves/Resources Current Study (URR)
Copper
URR 3100 Mt (Hoauri, 2014)
1300 Mt
Reserves 690 Mt (Hein, 2013)
Resources > 1000 Mt (Hein, 2013)
Major Deep Ocean Areas 233 Mt (Hein, 2013)
Indium
Reserves 2.6 kt (Andersson, 2000)
35 kt
Total in deposits 310 kt (Andersson, 2000)
PGM
Reserves 70 kt (Hein, 2013)
81 kt
Resources 80 kt (Hein, 2013)
Major Deep Ocean Areas 7 kt (Hein 2013)
Resources 100 kt (Alonso, 2012)
REO
Reserves 110 Mt (Hein, 2013)
143 Mt
Resources 150 Mt (Hein, 2013)
Major Deep Ocean Areas 31 Mt (Hein, 2013)
Reserves 114 Mt (Hoenderdaal, 2013)
Nd/Dy Reserves Dy 1.3 Mt (Hoenderdaal, 2013) URR and production 20% of REO (~28.6 Mt)
Yttrium
Reserves 500 kt (Hein, 2013)
URR and production 10% of REO (~14.3 Mt)
Resources 500 kt (Hein, 2013)
Major Deep Ocean Areas 3700 kt (Hein 2013)
Selenium – 211 kt
Tellurium
24 kt (USGS, 2015)
31 kt
URR from copper reserves (Hoauri, 2014)
Reserves 20 kt (Hein, 2013)
Resources 50 kt (Hein, 2013)
Major Deep Ocean Areas 530 kt (Hein, 2013)
Reserves 20 kt (Andersson, 2000)
Reserves as co-product 80 kt (Andersson, 2000)
Total in deposits 1400 kt (Andersson, 2000)
The material demand scenarios, shown in Figure 11 (full set in Figure A3), have a series of
alternative shapes according to the energy demand scenarios, with waves of demand according to the
rate of growth of energy demand and the upper limitation accorded to the technologies in the scenario.
In this study, no improvement in the material intensity has been considered, so the estimates are likely
to be conservative. Table 10 presents some of the major reviewed studies’ material intensities for
various critical minerals in the selected technologies. As noted earlier, the figures for the current study
were obtained during previous work that undertook an extensive review of lifecycle assessment (LCA)
studies and other technical and academic literature regarding these technologies [55]. It may be noted
that the current study uses figures that are within the range of other studies, although differences arise
in the kg/kW figure due to assumptions of efficiency as well as material per area or unit.
The energy technologies are all allocated a lifetime of 20 years and the need for replacement
of existing infrastructure from the beginning of the period, as well as infrastructure installed from
2010–2050, is considered, with the existing infrastructure replacement averaged out over the first 20
years of the scenarios. The total material supply (not just for energy applications) is assumed to become
available for potential recycling after 20 years, and is recycled according to the estimated rate (either
the current rate or the improved rate, depending on the scenario).
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The results of the two scenario processes, supply and demand, were combined in order to
determine whether shortfalls in critical minerals could be expected in the future. The combination
of the supply and demand scenarios is used to provide a series of potential energy supply paths for
each technology. In the case of no limitations, these supply paths under each mineral supply scenario
will mirror the theoretical demand. In the case where demand exceeds supply, all of the supply of the
mineral for the year will be used to produce the energy technology, and the limit in added capacity will
become the real added capacity under that mineral supply scenario. Supply cannot exceed demand,
except in cases where the theoretical energy demand declines over time, and the dynamics of the
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model mean that the decommissioning process will occur only at the end of the technology lifetime
(20 years).
Table 10. Material intensity comparison: current study and previous studies.
Material Demand Reference Current Study
Copper
27.8 g/m2 (BOP *) [32]
40 g/m2 (PV);
250 kg/MW (PV);
4000 kg/MW (wind in
onshore windfarms)
0.7 g/m2 (CdTe) –
2.2 g/m2 (CIGS) –
2194 kg/MW (PV) [45]
1143 kg/MW (Wind) –
Indium
0.4 g/m2 (a-Si) [32]
3.6 g/m2; 22.5 t/GW
7.7 g/m2 (CIGS) –
2.9 g/m2 (CIGS) [35,36]
83 t/GW (2010) [38]





0.1–1 kg/MW0.50 kg/MW [28]
0.1 kg/MW [27]
Nd/Dy




2:29; (10–13 kg/MW Dy);
(140–187 kg/MW Nd)
13.33 Dy + 200 Nd
(kg/MW) –
24 Dy + 180 Nd
(kg/MW) [24]
2.8 Dy + 40.6 Nd
(kg/MW) [45]
Yttrium – – 20–200 kg/MW
Selenium
2.7 g/m2 (CIGS) [32]
7.2 g/m2; 45 t/GW0.5 t/GW [45]
4.8 g/m2 (CIGS) [35,36]
Tellurium
81.9–187.2 t/GW (2010) [61]
15.6 g/m2; 97.5 t/GW
1.9–69.7 t/GW (2040) –
(0.1–3 µm layers) –
10.9 g/m2 (2–4 µm
layers)
[32]
106 t/GW (2010) [38]





Note: * BOP = Balance of Plant.
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4. Results and Discussion
The combination of the resulting scenarios is presented as energy supply graphs for the most
illustrative scenarios for each technology in Figure 12 (solar), Figure 13 (wind) and Figure 14 (fuel cells)
(all scenarios are shown in appendix Figures A4–6 respectively). These graphs do not take account
of any market competition for the minerals in question, which is one limitation on the practicality of
the resulting scenarios. It is important to note that the benefit of recycling is apparent, but that the
impact of recycling is far less pronounced than the impact of alternative primary resource production
assumptions, i.e., linear and exponential growth tend to provide larger surpluses (as per expectation).
It is also important to note that, in the model applied, there is no limitation to the utilization of a
resource beyond its physical availability.
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In the case of solar power, it is apparent that the thin-film technologies that rely on these materials
are unable to provide sufficiently rapid expansion of supply to meet with demand. Copper is
not a constraint to PV, whereas the indium, selenium and tellurium provide increasingly stringent
limitations on the expansion of thin-film technologies. Table 11 shows the final installed capacity of
each technology under the base case conditions (described earlier). These conditions are later compared
with previous studies and a sensitivity analysis is undertaken. Under the base case conditions, indium
can provide up to 41% of demand being produced by thin-film solar cells, whereas selenium and
tellurium can only provide 33% and 1.4% at best. Thus, the remainder of solar demand would need to
be taken up by silicon or other photovoltaics, or by solar thermal technologies.
In the case of wind, the extremely rapid and constant increase in demand is not able to be
continued on the supply side, with Nd-Dy becoming constraining materials in the early-to mid-2020s.
Copper for generator windings and cabling within wind farms also provides a constraint in the late
2020s to early 2030s. The ultimate demand (if a peak limitation of 30% of electricity generation is
assumed) may be able to be met, but the rate of increase is limited. This is important also because it
means that there would most likely be a pinch on other technologies, such as electric vehicles, using
the materials in question.
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Table 11. Base case scenarios: 2050 installed capacity limitation by technology and mineral.
Technology Capacity Factor InstalledCapacity (GW)
Demand Scenarios (upper limit of total primary energy supply %)
1 (10%) 1 (20%) 1 (30%) 2 (10%) 2 (20%) 2 (30%) 3 (10%) 3 (20%) 3 (30%)
PV 15%
Te
Max 182 182 182 182 182 182 182 182 182
Min 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22
Se
Max 8144 8144 8144 8144 8144 8144 8144 8144 8144
Min 1169 1169 1169 1169 1169 1169 1169 1169 1169
In
Max 6237 6237 6237 6237 6237 6237 6237 6237 6237
Min 315 315 315 315 315 315 315 315 315
Cu
Max 24,724 49,472 74,221 23,576 47,175 70,775 39,603 79,230 118,858
Min 24,724 49,472 74,221 23,576 47,175 70,775 39,603 79,230 118,858
Wind 40%
Nd
Max 13,585 14,682 14,682 12,724 14,682 14,682 14,682 14,682 14,682
Min 3137 3137 3137 3137 3137 3137 3137 3137 3137
Dy Max 13,585 14,682 14,682 12,724 14,682 14,682 14,682 14,682 14,682
Min 3137 3137 3137 3137 3137 3137 3137 3137 3137
Cu
Max 9183 18,464 28,770 8,753 17,603 27,478 14,763 30,594 45,509





Max 1901 3802 5704 2334 4667 7001 5339 10,677 16,016
Min 1901 3802 5704 2334 4667 7001 5339 10,677 16,016
Y
Max 1901 3802 5704 2334 4667 7001 5339 10,677 16,016
Min 1901 3802 5704 2334 4667 7001 5339 10,677 11,304
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Fuel cells present no supply constraints in the period for PGMs, with supply largely mirroring
demand, although there is an initial period where supply lags behind demand, and a later period
where the decrease in demand for fuel cells leads the decommissioning, and therefore the decline in
the energy supplied is delayed, although in reality this could be shifted through a reduction in the
capacity factor. A similar situation occurs for yttrium, although the lead-in time to reach demand and
the reduction time are longer.
In these scenarios, the consideration of a mixed portfolio of technologies has not been explicitly
addressed. Thus, no optimization has been undertaken to examine the competitive effects of alternative
technologies in the energy mix. With full recognition of the limitations of the scenarios, it is suggested
that the results presented here offer some new insights into potential limitations at the mineral-energy
nexus, but to better contextualize this, some other studies are compared below.
4.1. Sensitivity Analysis
There are a variety of important parameters to be considered in each scenario which affect the
potential installed capacity and overall provision of energy. In the sensitivity analysis, the considered
parameters were material intensity, capacity factor and lifetime, which may affect the outcomes of
the scenarios. The material intensity for the base case was extracted on the basis of a wide review of
academic and technical literature, and was considered as reasonably representative. In the sensitivity
analysis, the base case was compared with three alternative scenarios (Table 12) representing the
average of the surveyed literature shown in Table 10. Likewise, the capacity factors were considered
the most representative from the literature examined, but the sensitivity was assessed based on the
alternatives in Table 13. Finally, a comparison of the final installed capacity under alternative lifetime
assumptions for the technology was undertaken using 15-, 20-, 25- and 30-year lifetimes.
Table 12. Material intensities compared for sensitivity analysis.
Mineral
Material Intensity (t/GW Installed Capacity)
Base Case Average Min Max
Tellurium 98 67 2 187
Selenium 45 23 0.5 45
Indium 23 26 3 83
Neodymium 200 158 41 203
Dysprosium 13 12 3 24
PGM 0.1 0.44 0.1 1
Yttrium 20 110 20 200
Table 13. Capacity factors considered in the sensitivity analysis.
Technology
Capacity Factor
Base Case Alternative 1 Alternative 2
PV 15% 20% 30%
Wind 40% 30% 50%
Fuel cells 80% 50% 60%
The outcomes of the sensitivity analysis for a single scenario—scenario 1 (10%)—are shown in
Figure 15. The behavior of the scenarios is interesting to examine, as the limitations of material demand
or supply create different outcomes. In the case of installed capacity, for highly resource-limited
technologies such as PV (Te, Se, In), the installed capacity does not change with the capacity factor;
the maximum possible installations are already being installed, and the gap between demand and
supply is still very high. In the case of the other technologies and copper for PV, there is a reduction
in installed capacity with an increase in the capacity factor, because supply exceeds demand. In the
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case of material intensity, in supply-limited cases this can dramatically affect the installed capacity,
for example for PV (apart from copper). In the case of neodymium/dysprosium and yttrium, it is
observed that the 2050 installed capacity increases with the maximum intensity—this is due to the lag
between supply and demand on the energy supply side (and subsequent decommissioning).
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The results of a sensitivity analysis for the lifetime of the technology are shown in Figure 16, in
this case comparing the 1 (30%) scenario. It is apparent that there is potential for greater installed
capacity generally when the lifetime is assumed to be longer. In the case of copper for wind or PV
power and PGM for fuel cells, the requirement for installation is not restricted. Where there is a slight
variation at 20 years for copper for wind and yttrium for fuel cells, this is due to transient behavior
in the material balance, which occurs earlier in a 15-year cycle, and therefore is not shown in this
snapshot of the final state.
It was apparent from the sensitivity analysis that there was potential to improve the performance
of the technologies in this assessment by changing the parameters, and this is most important for the PV
technologies which fall far below the demand in every scenario. In order to identify whether any of the
PV technologies that are seemingly limited by the current scenarios could be achieved under adjusted,
highly optimistic, but technically possible, variations of the existing base case, a series of combined
scenarios were undertaken. To maximize the possibilities of each technology achieving the required
installed capacity, a capacity factor of 25% and a lifetime of 40 years were assumed. The material
intensity was then reduced gradually by a factor in order to gauge whether, and under what conditions,
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the required capacity in 2050 could be achieved. The results indicated that the required improvement
in material intensity (reduction from the base case) to meet the highest capacity requirements was
around 90% for selenium and indium. For tellurium, a 99% improvement in intensity would achieve
the 10% energy scenarios, or a 99.7% improvement would achieve the 30% energy scenarios.
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4.2. Comparison with Previous Studies
It is important to consider how the results of this study compare with the conclusions of others,
and how the varying assumptions lead to changes in the outcomes. There have been a number
of studies specifically examining the Dy/Nd and Te/In scenarios for clean energy, and these will
be compared here, whereas the PGM scenario has only partial parallels with a number of studies
on the requirement of PGM for fuel cell vehicles, but these are considered comparable due to the
current study considering total primary energy supply (not just electricity), and therefore inclusive of
transportation energy.
Considering the case of tellurium, the current study indicates a final (2050) installed capacity of
250 GW for the base case, 360 GW for a slightly lower average material intensity, or 12,000 GW for
a highly optimistic (probably infeasible level of minimum material intensity) case. This compares
to a “conservative case” of approximately 1000 GW in 2050 by Fthenakis [38], a 300 GW limit by
Andersson [35], and 120 GW by Feltrin and Freundlich [62]. There is significant differentiation
depending on the material intensity assumed, as well as the recovery rates and supply of tellurium
from copper. In this sense, the current case study falls well within the limits of other studies.
In the case of PGM, the current study does not forecast any shortfall in supply, but it does not
assume sectoral competition. Likewise, the studies examined [26–28,30] concluded that (except in
exceptionally aggressive roll-out scenarios) there would be no shortfall, and that overall the reserves
should be sufficient (for the targets used).
In contrast with PGM, the byproduct metals such as Te/In have shown widely varying
assumptions of the amount of total material available, the peak value of annual production and
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whether or not this will limit expansion of the sector. It is important to note that some estimates
of annual production assume that all by-product material is available to the industry [38], which
is theoretically true, but not yet economically or technically practicable. Other studies insist on the
importance of ore body consideration [59] and find limitations to metal availability, while some do not
consider this explicitly, rather looking at trends in changes of processing methods over time [58] and
in this case did not find limitations.
With regards to Dy/Nd, most studies anticipate that there is a significant risk that supply will be
insufficient to meet demand under current conditions, with greater recycling and material substitution
being key methods to alleviate supply risk significantly, although not entirely [24,25,45,63]. Although
the timing varies, these studies anticipate a deficit of supply at some stage [24,25,63]. As with the
present study, this leads to a delay in the roll-out of technology, which may eventually catch up to the
original expected demand.
4.3. Viability of Deposits
The interest in developing unconventional resources is driven by several factors, including
concerns for the lack and/or exhaustion of primary geological resources, security of supply for critical
metals vital to modern technologies and military applications, and technological advances allowing us
to overcome some general economic and environmental burdens. In this section, the differences and
potentials of the deep ocean and recycling from energy technology urban ores are examined briefly
with respect to their viability as sources of critical minerals.
Primary mining and processing of critical metals usually result in significant environmental
impacts. For example, the processing of rare earths is characterized by high levels of water
consumption, energy inputs, chemicals use, as well as separate treatment and disposal of radioactive
waste materials [64]. The low grade of many deposits of these materials is one factor in this, as is
the difficulty of separating chemically and physically similar components, particularly in the case
of REEs and PGMs [65]. The high environmental impacts of sourcing rare earths from conventional
mining and processing [66] provide an incentive to seek unconventional sources. However, current
recycling techniques do not always improve the environmental impacts of production, and the system
of waste collection, separation and disassembly requires infrastructural, institutional and behavioral
adjustments. While recycling could enhance the security of the supply, the ecological and economic
costs can be significant.
The growing application of critical metals in the modern hi-tech products also leads to a
larger “resource base” of critical metals in the end-of-life products. In contrast to below-ground
deposits, urban mines are growing reserves to be exploited, although the combination of different
materials, miniaturization and the improvement of technologies in the production phase can lead to a
decreasing “grade” within these reserves. Importantly, such resources can be more suitably likened to
crop-growing resources that accumulate on land and come to maturity or fruition only at the end of
life of the product.
In the case of deep ocean mining, the uncertainties of the operating environment translate into
contention and widely varying opinions of the potential sustainability. From the perspective of mining,
deep ocean deposits have a number of advantages: they are typically near the surface of the ocean floor
requiring minimal overburden removal, explosives are not required, and they often contain high ore
grades, including many critical minerals such as cobalt, zinc, copper, PGMs and REEs [67,68]. However,
some of the deposits (particularly active hydrothermal vents) are considered to have highly unique,
specialized ecosystems, and while it is likely that such sites will be preserved and “mined-around”,
there is still some concern raised [69]. Moreover, the lack of oxygen and light and the high pressure of
the deep ocean environment mean that much of the benthic fauna is largely immobile, which implies
that rehabilitation can be complex and disturbance is likely to induce irreversible although localized
change [70].
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Early estimations indicate that the mining stage requires significantly more energy than average
on-land deposits to extract (due to the pumping of materials from a depth and the requirement to keep
the production vessel in a relatively fixed location); this would be at least twice the average energy,
and certainly comparable to deep land-based mines [51]. Exacerbating the impact of this energy use is
the fact that deep ocean mining operations utilize ship-board power, generated by the use of fuel oil or
diesel. Technologies to offset this must be considered in order to improve the overall sustainability of
such resources. The advantages of high grades and low wastes may help the lifecycle impacts in some
cases [52].
Similar to deep ocean resources, the recycling of urban ores has the advantage of being mostly
explosive-free and having minimal (if any) overburden. While not requiring significant vertical
transportation of the ore, the distribution of ore across a wide landscape may be an important factor
in determining the environmental implications of extraction. Table 14 shows some spatial densities
for clean energy technology urban ores. It is apparent that residential or highly distributed use of
these technologies will significantly diminish the density, but in this case the power plant scale will be
examined in more detail.
Table 14. Estimated range of potential material density and “deposit” size.
Technology Critical Materials
Spatial Mass Density of
Contained Metals (t/km2) Size of Deposit (t)
Residential Scale Power Plant Scale Power Plant Scale
Wind turbines





In, Ga, Se, Te 2.3 83 930
Cu 0.34 12 140
Fuel cells
Pt 0.001 2 0.2
Y 0.15 309 40
Note: mass and size of deposit refer to tons of contained target metal.
Potential for the recycling of critical minerals is related to a variety of factors. Tables 14 and 15
present some relevant data for consideration of the potential of recycling-based urban ores from
clean energy technologies and unconventional deep ocean deposits. It is important to note that deep
ocean deposits currently under consideration are typically much smaller than terrestrial deposits (e.g.,
Solwara I is 1 Mt deposit [71] compared with, as an example of a deep onshore mine, Kidd Creek,
which is 19 Mt [72]), although they can, in some cases, be very high-grade. Energy system ores have
three important characteristics in this sense:
1. Low deposit size (orders of magnitude);
2. Low deposit geographical density (material spread out across a wide area, particularly if
residential usage is anticipated);
3. Variable deposit grades (not always higher than conventional resources).
The first two of these characteristics are important for the economic feasibility of mining/recovery
of the materials at their end of life; these are also affected by the fact that failure of the system is
unlikely to occur at the same time, thus implying an irregular period of “harvesting” of these ores.
However, it is important to consider the third point a little further. As shown in Table 15, the grade
of the critical materials is very high in the components of the technologies, but significantly lower
considering the system as a whole. This is an important consideration for the design and end-of-life
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processing of such technologies. In some cases it is possible to disassemble the unit before recycling,
particularly removing parts such as the magnets from generators in wind turbines, in which case
the selective separation can enable higher-efficiency recycling and a high incoming grade. If it is
infeasible to remove components, then there is often a significant grade degradation, e.g., if the glass is
effectively separated from PV panels, then the grade rises by almost a factor of 30 for the thin-film
components. This is an important consideration to be incorporated in the design for sustainability of
such technologies.




Energy System Urban Ore Deep Ocean Terrestrial Deposits
Component System













In, Ga, Se, Te 0.5% (panel) 14.5%(panel without glass) 0.3% –
In (<0.01%) in Zn ores Se
(~8%) in Cu slimes Se
(<0.00001%) in Cu ores Te
(~1%) in Cu slimes
As illustrated above, the value proposition for the mining industry is changing. Developing
new mining projects is bringing a complex array of issues well beyond the traditional technical and
financial challenges. The magnitude of these broader sustainability issues related to social/community
and environmental impacts has been highlighted in recent studies. In addition, a recent annual mining
survey [73] found 36% of the respondents indicated that public opposition to mining affected the
permitting and/or approval process for any projects with which their company was directly involved.
From a survey by Goldman Sachs of 190 delayed projects, sustainability issues (e.g., stakeholder-,
community-, environment-related) were the number one cause (73%) of project delays, followed
by commercial (63%), with technical causes (21%) a distant third. [74]. Finally, the most recent
annual Ernest and Young report ”Business risks facing mining and metals” [75] has ”social license
to operate” and ”resource nationalism” ranked at the third- and fourth-highest risk to the industry
behind ”productivity improvement” and ”capital dilemmas”. The above recent analysis suggests
that it may be becoming more attractive to source metals and minerals from non-traditional and
unconventional resources under suitable economic conditions. Further enhancement in metal recycling
as shown earlier is still limited by product design, urban waste collection systems, and feasible
recycling technologies, while the development of new unconventional resources such as deep ocean
deposits may raise significant environmental and social concerns.
5. Conclusions
This paper has highlighted that there are likely to be deficits of critical minerals under a variety of
energy and materials development scenarios. While recycling can certainly add some proportion of the
newly required material, it is clear that under the assumptions used here, the impact of new primary
production rates is likely to be more important. This is particularly strongly affected by the rapid
rate of growth in energy demand from non-OECD countries and the assumed lack of improvement
in the rate of material use per energy unit. The scenarios were based (on the demand side) on recent
historical trends in production and in the expansion of total energy and, specifically, clean energy
technologies. On the supply side, mineral production rates were estimated using four basic methods
for primary production, and then all of these were augmented with two recycling scenarios. This
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gave a wide range of production scenarios that was integrated with the demand to identify potential
limitations in the future of clean energy.
All of the examined byproduct metals for photovoltaics, selenium, indium and tellurium, were
found to be limiting to varying degrees, with tellurium being the metal of highest concern. Studies by
others have identified potential for much higher production rates of tellurium by increasing recovery
from copper anode slimes and through the acceptance of much higher estimates of economically
extractable tellurium. Moreover, the parameters for the capacity factor and the use of a static
(non-improving) material intensity for such technologies will affect the expected material requirement,
making this study potentially conservative. With longer than presently expected lifetimes (40 years
instead of 20 years) and high capacity factors (25%), it would be possible to provide even the highest
energy requirement (30% scenarios) in the case of a 90% improvement in material intensity for selenium
and indium, and a 99.7% improvement for tellurium.
With regards to PGM and yttrium for fuel cells, only one scenario found yttrium to be a potential
bottleneck material. In the case of neodymium and dysprosium, these were found to delay the roll-out
of wind power, but the supply eventually catches up to initial anticipated demand.
These scenarios have many areas in need of further improvement, particularly understanding the
mixed portfolio of technologies and the effect of price as a limiting factor. The importance of social
and environmental factors affecting the available supply needed to deliver a clean energy transition in
response to climate change needs much greater attention, such as is being proposed by the Resourcing
Future Generations initiative of the International Union of Geological Sciences. Further research aims
to also examine the extent to which the utilization of deep ocean reserves could provide more material
for such technologies, and the environmental impact associated with this.
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